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Abstract: Software Defined Networking is an adaptable way of networking, which disconnects data forwarding plane and control-plane of system equipment’s and also solves issues in existing network infrastructure. More specifically, the control-plane of software defined network decides the advancing way of network flow with Centralized Control Manner (CCM). SDN (Software Defined Networking) is a strategy for making, planning and overseeing systems which intend to change this present unfortunate circumstance. It has been used in dissimilar areas, like a campus networks and data center systems. In this survey paper, we’ve reviewed the concept of (SDNs) Software Defined Networks, its architecture and applications. In the survey, it has been found that SDN load balancing has become more smart and efficient and reduces the statistic collection overhead and maintain better QoS (Quality of Service) data rates. In addition, we reviewed the direct routing based algorithms of Load Balancer and compare with Round Robin Strategy. Furthermore, we’ve reviewed and compared the existing work to get better idea about the concept of Load balancing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today internet applications requires fast networking which causes large amount of traffic and deploys number of distinct dynamic applications and services. This management makes network highly complex and is more difficult for the network administrator to handle concepts like network virtualization also interchangeable data is added [1]. The configuration and installation of the network demands skilled personnel. The interactions between network nodes (like switches, routers) are complicated. System based approaches requires simulation of elements but due to programming interfaces it is difficult to access [2].

In SDN (Software Defined Network), controller plays important role to improve the control plane and monitor the behavior of network as supervisor provides software interfaces of system and maintenance of global viewpoint of network. In this manner new functions and management job can be done by the several applications. Data plane forwards conventional flows allowing to the protocols resulting from the supervisor and restrictions are put by the controller on all flow through consecutively of user-defined control requests. Benefits of software defined network are lost due to the failure of controller in the network [3]. The information travels from one place to another in the form of digital packets from the router and switches through distributed control and protocol of transport network. It is not easy to maintain older IP (Internet Protocol) networks as they are complicated but used widely. By parting of the networks switch plane from the system equipment’s which are answerable for the furthering of the system, vertical integration is break down. [1]

A. Characteristics of SDN

The features of software defined network are Separating switch plane after data-plane, network view, central supervisor, open boundaries between the equipment and network program ability [2]. System devices include control plane and data plane that decide how network traffic is handled, and traffic forwarding according to the control plane decision respectively [1]. Communication network is made up of end users, hosts connected by the infrastructure of network and hosts share the infrastructure and use routers, communication links, and switches to carry data [5].

B. SDN Architecture

SDN (software defined network) has three layered architecture comprised of Control layer and Data forwarding layer, the application layer shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1 SDN Architecture [9]
C. Controller

Plane of data is interconnected forwarding systems in network environment and connected by wireless radio channels or wired cables while control plane can be called as brain of the network as it has control logic. Southbound Application Programming Interface is a usual of instructions for the forward devices that is part of southbound interface. It also defines the protocol for communicating forward devices and elements of control planes. While northbound API (Application Programming Interface) is given to application layer by network working framework. This interface is recycled to application development. Separations of control-plane and data-plane are the main advantage of software defined network (SDN) that enables the centralized control. It makes system organization (which is reasonably central in the control-plane) simple while program ability of networks enables the innovations. Packet transferring and Packet dispensation methods is done by device of the network which are present in the data plane and requires programming by applications through interfaces (some northbound and southbound) example Open Flow [3].

II. APPLICATIONS OF SDN IN LOAD BALANCING

These are used, they distribute the incoming load to the several servers, to protect single server from overloading.

1. Network virtualization secures physical network and separates the network into many components. When new software component is added, network virtualization improves speed and automation of the network.

2. Topology discovery is service that is allotted by the SDN controller. It provides and maintains a global view of network.

3. Traffic monitoring provides the required data to alert the delvers regarding problems and statistics essential to road engineers like vehicle count, speed, occupancy, etc.

4. Security enhancement is the improvement of security abilities and offerings beyond the basic specification.

A. Load balancing

Load balancing works as an aware routing protocol in (SDN) software defined networking, it is a necessary entity that assists the availability and scalability that leads to obtain the minimal response time of application. Millions of peoples are connected with the internet which causes web traffic that conduct network congestion and losses packets. So, to solve this problem Load balancing techniques method increases the network efficiency [6].

Present framework method of balance the load isn’t useful aimed at the framework of Software Defined Network (SDN), where the main station or manager of network basics is completed by programs. To manage the load of server is easy which is connected to the controller of the framework. But various criteria for server management are required to balance the load for servers on SDN (software defined network) network [7]. The workload is divided into CPU, or describes, computer cluster, network link or computer. In load balancing process the inbound IP (internet protocol) traffic can be divided into multiple servers, is also improve the working capacity of servers. It forwards the request of the client to the backend servers and gets replies from servers, which it replies to the client. It also helps the clients from connecting directly to the backend servers which secure the structure of internal network and prevents from attack on the network [8].

III. RELATED WORK

In this section, various papers study software defined network in load balancing. In these paper found that the various issues in software defined network to overload the
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information in the network. To overcome the load in the software network studied various optimization approach used.

Sukhveer Kaur et al., [10] introduced an SDN application for executing server load balancing. The basic idea of SDN consists of logical centralized network control in SDN controller. To solve the issue of unnecessary latency they implemented direct routing based load balancing algorithm.

Mu Sub et al., [5] proposed a two LVS based technique to decrease the problem of over-head of the supervisors and forward loop, and to reduce controller synchronization. When load of a server exceeds an amount more than the threshold the LVS handles the synchronization state. Min Luo et al. [11] proposed PTAA that can erase the problem of balancing in a way of effective parallel. Addressed load balancing of in band manage rush and evaluated the performance confirmation of demonstrating communication of PTAA with least eighty percent delay reduction through an approach which is fast and had low complexity. The location of the controller is additional used for the finding the optimize network end to end delay.

D. Perepelkin et al. [12] developed software application and visualized design environment in software defined networking with quality of service. The paper has focused on set pavement of reserved routes that are set accordingly to the indicator of QoS and paved route based on paired shifting with balance the load. Giving to the indicators of way difference the alignment and optimization of load is done.

V. Byshov et al., [13] has dynamic load balance algorithm with quality of service. The parts of links that are loaded and network routes are balanced.

S. Attarha et al., [14] to avoid the over utilization of link in the environment of software defined networking proposed an efficient algorithm. The manager is accountable for the monitoring the condition of the system and decide switches to be used occasionally. The new flow is routed towards the possible shortest path but in case the path is not blocked with traffic otherwise controller find a back-up path. To resolve the issue of traffic overloading the algorithm selects the lowest possible number of flows and if not they are directed to the backup paths.

U. Mahlab et al., [15] proposed a strategy called discontinuity aware load adjusting for optical systems that upgrade the heap dissemination over the system. The localization minimizes cost for the new link development. To measure load imbalance, proposed entropy based metric.

P. Wang et al., [16] considered the size of flow table; capacity of data link with packet in message load, study has been conducted on the control link problem of load balancing.

C. Yu et al., [17] has stated software defined networking architecture that is center based and a new technique for load balancing. Dijkstas and Q-learning based are simple than the DNQ which is more complex than two. To optimize the interval of time for path re-selection the center based architecture will store suboptimal paths.

HeejuneAhn et al., [18] by proposed algorithms, topological based filtering rules to set up and maintain stage and the three layered structure in switch-flow benches and Flow Tracker could reduce the challenges in an important level. For the dynamic control of the firewall, the delay and overload are inherent.

HongliXu et al. [19] on the software defined networking test bed the proposed partial statistical collection and the re-routing methods are implemented on it.

Anil Kumar Rangisetti et al. [20] proposed a QALB algorithm that is centralized so that load unbalancing in the network and improve the quality of service for GBR USE.

Lin Mao et al. [21] analyzed the benefits of Software Define Network in production with load balancing in cloud computing, Quality of Services assurance and multi-manner deployment, and suggest an examination leaning load adjusting mechanical assembly in Software Defined Network. Objective at the issue of load lopsidedness in partitioned administrator, a heap mindful development relies upon stack detecting is proposed.

D. Li et al., [22] developed an efficient migration model based on greedy model that can use to tradeoff cost between migration and load balance rate.

HongliXu et al., [23] proposed a technique called TRPS (tag based protocol placement) used aimed at the wild-card direction-finding. The results of TRPS and HR, JPT evaluated with other wild card direction-finding and hybrid routing has been shown higher efficiency.

IV. COMPARISON TABLE

Table I describes various methods, advantages, limitations and performance parameters of previous researches. In this survey paper, we’ve studied various methods of SDN in load balancing POX open flow controller and Load tester and Web server.

V. CONCLUSION

With the usage of internet by so many people, the network is congested by traffic of data. The congestion of traffic put pressure on the network infrastructure. So load balancing is essential component that can erase burden from the network. Load balancing finds the shorter path to communicate with user requests through switches. We checked on Load balancer with coordinate directing based calculations and its examination with Round Robin Strategy.
## TABLE I COMPARISON OF EXISTING WORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of paper</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Control traffic balancing in software defined networks (2016) [25]</td>
<td>Polynomial interval of time approx... algorithm (PTAA) for switch rush balancing</td>
<td>Considered for online configurations</td>
<td>Solves load balance issue in an effective and similar manner</td>
<td>Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Visual Design Environment of Dynamic Load Balancing in Software Defined Networks [12] (2017)</td>
<td>Multi-path adaptive direction-finding process with load corresponding in SDN</td>
<td>Integrate only with Mininet</td>
<td>An extra switch likelihood of method work. The majority segment of overloaded associations and routes in network are stable (are unpacked)</td>
<td>Distance and Cost metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A Load Balanced Congestion Aware Routing Mechanism for Software Defined Networks (2017) [14]</td>
<td>An efficient algorithm for avoiding link overutilization in SDN environment.</td>
<td>Cannot accept new load.</td>
<td>This technique has small running interval of time and is fast and efficient</td>
<td>Packet Loss and Throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Entropy-Based Load-Balancing for Software-Defined Elastic Optical Networks (2017) [15]</td>
<td>Fragmentation aware load balancing strategy for optical networks</td>
<td>Does not considered the failure of equipments</td>
<td>The hit usefulness achieves the lowest hit value, as predictable, while deliver the worst entropy performance.</td>
<td>Weighted Entropy and Hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Control Link Load Balancing and Low Delay Route Deployment for Software Defined Networks (2017) [16]</td>
<td>MCSF depends on the algorithm for the CLB issue and a turning based method for the LRD issue</td>
<td>Reason excess crowding on s witch links as no s witch link constraint is measured</td>
<td>Optimize the manager connection load by around 50% and enhance the system throughput by about 65% associated with preceding approaches.</td>
<td>Packet Loss, Uplink Load Fairness and Network Throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Challenges of and solution to the control load of stateful firewall in software defined networks (2017) [18]</td>
<td>Denial of Services detection and optimize method considered by intruding packets processed / rejected and time to avoid all malicious packets.</td>
<td>Network features require to be taken into measurement to choose the sampling frequency.</td>
<td>Distributed denial of services attack detection become much simpler in software defined network than in non-SDN network.</td>
<td>Simulation period 50 Time-slots Singe Attack Wave Duration Packet Arrival Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Partial flow statistics collection for load-balanced routing in software defined networks (2017) [19]</td>
<td>adaptive flow figures collection for load balanced direction finding</td>
<td>It work for less application and limited controllers only</td>
<td>Reduce the statistic group overhead</td>
<td>Link load Measure Recall and Peak Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>QoS Aware load balance in software defined LTE networks (2017) [20]</td>
<td>QoS parameters: delay and jitter are not considered.</td>
<td>QoS parameters: delay and jitter are not considered.</td>
<td>Maintain better QoS data rates</td>
<td>Throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A Switch Migration-based Decision-making Scheme for Balancing Load in SDN (2017) [21]</td>
<td>migration algorithm based on greedy approach</td>
<td>Applicable for small-scale wireless access network only.</td>
<td>Enables the elasticity of software defined network managers via switch optimize and can enhance migration affectivity.</td>
<td>Over load Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Load-Balancing Software-Defined Networking Through Hybrid Routing (2017) [22]</td>
<td>New tag based protocols placement method for wildcard routing and hybrid routing issue that combined optimization of routing and tag based routing (HR-JPT)</td>
<td>Online algorithms are not considered.</td>
<td>High competence of TRPS (related with other wildcard routing methods, e.g., OSPF) and HR-JPT.</td>
<td>Network Throughput, Load link and Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Service-aware adaptive link load balancing mechanism for Software-Defined Networking (2018) [23]</td>
<td>Enhance the network state info collection phase and route evaluation phase on Flood-light controller, and validate service aware adaptive link load balancing mechanism</td>
<td>Focus on bandwidth operation only.</td>
<td>Enhance mean connect bandwidth application rate upto 79%, with lesser association load jitter and average association delay.</td>
<td>Link Avg. Utilization, Link load Jitter, Average Jitter and end to end delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides, we've additionally contrasted the inspected existing work with show signs of improvement thought regarding the idea. Through this survey, software defined network has been prevailed and applied in network environments. The concept of software defined network, its architecture, and applications has been studied. Software defined network reduces control link load and increase the network throughput.
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